ACTD Wide - Their Final Hour - USS Claymore

Their Final Hour - Mission 5 - 11304.02

Summary:  Reluctantly the away team has agreed to sacrifice the future Jarrow to gain knowledge on the Vroa and a possible location for the assassination staging area.  They also hope this allows the 5 member away team to escape the Vroa and return to the Claymore.  The Crew aboard the Claymore continue to wait and see if anything comes from the planet.

************** Resume Mission - Their Final Hour - ACTD Wide - USS Claymore *****************

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::In the back of the Future-Jarrow, putting the finishing touches on Hsi Vat's cosmetic surgery, silent for now::
Hsi Vat says:
@::Looking up from the bunk.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Finally speaks:: Hsi Vat: ...Did I tell you?  
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Sitting in the pilot seats, staring out the window and alternating between hating the current plan and admitting he doesn't have a better one::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Sitting at the engineering console working on the adjustments to the holographic sistems.::
Hsi Vat says:
@::Looks over.::  CMO: What’s that?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Sitting in the back seat of the Jarrow, humming quietly to herself, Gladwyn asleep across her chest as she herself lies back.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Hesitates, then shakes her head:: Hsi Vat: Never mind.   ::Deactivates her device:: That's the best I can do.  ::Turns to a nearby counter where she picks up a "current" CAG uniform his size, then hands it to Hsi Vat::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits in the lounge, in the corner out of the way as it was quiet.  Looking at the four padds lying next to her.  She had a salad in front of her and her usual drink Hot spiced Vulcan tea::
Hsi Vat says:
@::Sits up and gently grabs her arm.::  CMO:  Serena what is it?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::On the bridge in the center chair, thinking that this watch has been absolutely interminable, waiting for any news from the others, or possibly Vroa movement...the bridge feels somewhat tense, as though it has picked up on his own mood::
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Stands at primary tactical watching sensors, feeling more than a little restless at the situation::
Bajor says:
COMM: USS Claymore: Incoming transmission from the Bajor Trade Committee.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Reflexively pulls back slightly, but doesn't actually moves away:: Hsi Vat: I just... ::Swallows a little:: ...wonder, if given those dire circumstances, given...how close we would become. If I would've told you...if I could've told anyone.  ::Glances down, then away, ostensibly at the status monitor:: But we have work to do.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Finishes the changes to the holocrews physical parameters, they weren't perfect but should work well enough to pass until the Vroa figured out they were holograms.::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
CTO:  Sir, transmission coming from Bajor.  It's the Trade Committee.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Stands from his chair::  Self:  Interesting.  OPS:  On screen, Mister Kendal.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Blinks, glancing up and trying to figure out if it'd be better or worse if this transmission changed the situation, but quickly looks back down to his console::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Continues to eat her salad, as she looks through some reports and a log::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@*CMO*:  I've finished the modifications to the holocrews parameters.  Should be ready when you are.  ::Leans back in his chair looking around the cabin.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Moves back to where Raeyld and Vat are, inspecting Raeyld's work with curiosity.  Can't resist::  CMO/Vat:  That'll never pass...  I'm much better looking than that.  ::Grins::
Hsi Vat says:
@::Takes the uniform and places it on the bed.::  CMO:  Serena I can only hope you turn out as strong and caring as you did in my past.  But you have a long road ahead.  ::Places his hands on her shoulders.::  Just remember to try and have some fun from time to time.
Hsi Vat says:
@::Turns to the door.::  CAG: Just because you don't have an old man under the surface.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Quickly regains her usual form of composure as she hears Hawk approach, and turns a little too sharply to face him:: CAG: Lieutenant.  ::Nods, and taps her commbadge to reply to Foster:: *CNS*: Understood, Counselor.
Hsi Vat says:
@CMO:  Transponder in place?  ::Takes off his civilian clothes and places them on the bed.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Looks at Raeyld for a moment, regret crossing his face as he realizes he interrupted something.  Turn to Vat::  Vat:  That must be it.  ::Heads back to the front::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks up as Sky passes.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods:: Hsi Vat: Done.  ::Turns to ask Hawk a question, but he's already disappeared. Looks back to Hsi Vat:: Ready?
Hsi Vat says:
@::Puts on the Starfleet uniform.::  CMO/CAG:  Been a while since I had one of these on.  ::Pulls a container out of the storage cabinet and gets out a comm badge.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Finishes her salad, and grabs a hold of her drink and takes a sip.  Still holding a padd in her left hand:
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Smiles down as he gets to Senn::  CSO:  How you and Glady doing, sis?
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Looks back at Eris and smiles at Gladwyn asleep in her lap.::
Hsi Vat says:
@CMO: Only always Doctor.  ::Steps through the door and out onto the main area.::  All:  Okay you need to gear up and get out.  ::Said jokingly.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Follows Hsi Vat into the main area:: CNS: Grab the transport enhancers.   
Hsi Vat says:
@All:  Storage cabinet 3a contains all the transporter and communications equipment.
Hsi Vat says:
@CMO:  Doctor make sure you get the container on the table to the Claymore.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Nods to the doctor and stands moving over to the storage cabinet, grabbed the enhancers and communications equipment they would need.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Checks that he still has his phaser and grabs a tricorder.  Moves over to give the CNS a hand::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CAG:  We are doing fine.  But this time paradox is giving me a headache.  You remember what Hsi Vat said about us?  Well, Gladwyn was not in that scenario.  I keep wondering if her being here, we have already changed things.
Hsi Vat says:
@::Moves to the front pilot seat.::  All:  Once you’re out follow the cavern back until it turns to the left.  Should keep you safe while I leave.   I'll wait for your signal before departing.
Hsi Vat says:
@::Taps the controls transferring all stations to the pilot’s station.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks up at the doc and then down at her daughter and gently shakes her.::  Gladwyn:  Wake up.  Time to go.
Hsi Vat says:
@Computer: Drop red alert and power down all external defenses.  ::Taps several of the controls.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Turns back to Senn::  CSN:  I don't know.  I hate time travel.  But I hope we're changing things...  ::jerks a thumb toward Vat::  His future doesn't sound so swell.
Computer says:
@Hsi Vat: All systems external defense systems are off line.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CAG:  Well, if we change things here, his future might be far better.  :: Slides out of the seat and stands with her daughter draped over her shoulder.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Takes the container in hand and slips it into her bag, before putting that over her shoulder::
Bajor says:
COM: USS Claymore:  Welcome to Bajor Claymore.  We had some difficulties with our sensor net and did not realize you had arrived.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@CSO:  I doubt it.  Given this plan, I think his future is very very short.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@All: Let's go.  ::Presses the control to open the Jarrow's hatch::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CAG:  His current time line will end so he will never know.  IF we get this right.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Puts the needed equipment in a bag and slings it over his shoulder and moves toward the hatch as its open.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Folds his hands behind his back::  COM: Bajor:  Thank you for your welcome.  I am pleased to hear from you, but I am also sorry to hear that you have been experiencing technical difficulties.  Is there anything we can do to lend assistance?
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Nods at the CSO, then moves toward the hatch::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Glances at Foster and sighs briefly, then waits for the team to move down the hatch::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Taps a few buttons on the padd and scrolls down::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Steps out into the cave and waits for the others to join him.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::As she approaches the hatch, she reaches down carefully to pick up her bag and then follows Theron out.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Waits for Hawk to join the others::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Exits the Jarrow and moves up beside the CNS::
Bajor says:
COM: USS Claymore: No I think our engineers have made the needed repairs.  We have had several main systems come down over the past few weeks, but all seems well now.   We have set up a trade meeting location near the Bajor Capital.  It will be a closed door session.  We will be starting tomorrow at 9am.  ::Transfers the coordinates.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Turns back toward the interior of the Jarrow briefly:: Hsi Vat: ...Try not to get yourself killed, okay?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@Hsi Vat:  At least not until we change history and this will all never happen... at least for you.  ::Smiles::  Good luck.
Hsi Vat says:
@CMO:  No matter what happens it was good to see you again Serena. All:  Good luck.   ::Taps the controls closing the back hatch.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Skids down to the cave floor, with the rest, and takes a breath::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Pulls out her tricorder and taps at it momentarily:: All: This way.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
::Nods to Damrok::
Bajor says:
COM: USS Claymore: We would like to invite your crew and the Grand Nagus down for a late dinner and introduction.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Walks next to Theron, Gladwyn now woken up looking around curiously::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
COM: Bajor:  Thank you for your invitation -- we've received your coordinates.  I will speak with my captain and the Grand Nagus, and we will contact you regarding our plans.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Places the first padd down and picks up the next padd, taking another sip of her tea::
Hsi Vat says:
@Computer: Red alert.   Arm micro launchers.  ::Taps the controls bringing the anti gravity thrusters online.::
Computer says:
@Hsi Vat: Red alert active.   Micro Launchers loaded.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Looks over at Eris giving her a smile.::  CSO:  Well at least it seems we will be back on the Claymore soon.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Without ceremony begins walking in the direction Hsi Vat indicated, keeping her thoughts to herself for now, and setting a quick pace. Too much sitting around on the Jarrow of late::
Bajor says:
COM: USS Claymore:  We will wait for your communications.   Bajor out.  ::Closes the comm.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CO*:  Damrok to Captain T'Shara.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CNS:  I do not know... nice comfy cave... sounds safe here.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Sits the padd down and taps her commbadge::  *CTO*: T'Shara here go ahead.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Walks up between Senn and Foster, smacking each of them on the shoulder::  CSO/CNS:  Is this an awesome day or what!  Yet another chance for death, mayhem, trouble-making...  you have GOT to love this job!!!
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Informationally::  *CO*:  We have just been contacted by the Bajoran Trade Committee.  They claim they were unaware of our presence, citing sensor grid issues that have been part of some recent technical problems.  They have invited us to a late dinner and introduction this evening.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Trudges forward a bit ahead of the others, the tricorder sort of a formality at this point. It's just follow the cavern to the end, and hope they weren't taken in yet once again::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Grins at Hawk.::  CAG:  Remind me to give you a thorough psych eval when we get back.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Raises an eyebrow::  *CTO*: I think we both know logically speaking that is probably unlikely.
Hsi Vat says:
@::Taps his badge.::  *CMO*: Come on Serena get the lead out.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CAG:  Bro, I need to get you on a nice long vacation.  Seriously.  Maybe a nice girl.  There is one on your team that seems to like you.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Grins back::  CNS: Pshaw...  you already know what those results will be!  Come on guys....  we have an opportunity to screw up multiple timelines here.  How many people can say that!  ::throws his arms in the air with a grin:: It's an extra special day!
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Purses her lips, about to say something quite literal, then accepts that time is better spent in ways other than taking someone to task for using Earth idioms:: *Hsi Vat*: We're arriving now.   ::Draws up into the end of the cavern::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@CAG:  Sooo... you are going to have fun with the time cops.  Got it.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Almost stumbles::  CSO:  You...  ::Waves his finger in warning at Senn::  You stay out of the matchmaking business.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CO*:  Indeed, Captain.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Smiles.::  CAG:  Come now, who better than your sister.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Gestures the others to the very edge of the cavern:: All: Everyone down!
Hsi Vat says:
@*CMO*:  Very good.  Let me know when you are set up.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@CNS:  And you....  you don't encourage her.  ::At the CMO's warning, ducks down behind a handy large rock::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Drops down at the doc's command.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Drops next to Sky::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*:  What's your thoughts about the invitation?  A trap?
Hsi Vat says:
@::Sets the target range and spread into tactical.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Hits her commbadge again:: *Hsi Vat*: Ready.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Carefully puts Gladwyn down and moves her to stand between her and Sky.::
Computer says:
@Hsi Vat: Warning target is too close to Jarrow.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Wraps an arm around Gladwyn and grins down at her reassuringly::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Lowers her head and covers it with her arms, only partly against the incoming debris::
Hsi Vat says:
@Computer: Override system safety protocols.    McQuade 171 Alpha.    *CMO*:  DUCK!
Hsi Vat says:
@::Taps the torpedo fire button.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Paces toward the back of the bridge::  *CO*:  Almost certainly.  However, choosing not to accept the invitation could arouse suspicion.  We might want to ask the Grand Nagus to plead out on some pretense, and we could take our staff to investigate the situation without as much risk to the Nagus.

@ACTION: The micro torpedoes fire from the Jarrow and almost instantly hitting the rock debris wall.   The explosion pushes the Jarrow back into the corridor and into the opposite cavern wall.  Debris and a massive dust cloud rush through the cavern.

@ACTION:  The Jarrow streaks out into the night sky.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Pulls Gladwyn down and covers her tiny daughter::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CO*:  They have scheduled the trade meeting itself for tomorrow morning at oh-nine hundred.  It is closed-door and outside the capital at coordinates they have already provided.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Coughing, stands up as the Jarrow streaks away::  That was fun.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Puts his arm over Eris and Gladwyn to help shelter them.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Looks around still alone in the lounge, one of the nice things about late nights.::

ACTION:  Claymore sensors will show a massive explosion on the planet surface.   Starfleet micro torpedoes were used.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Pulls the collar of her tunic up over her mouth and nose, taking a few breaths that way until the dust settles, and climbs to her feet::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Swatting the dust away::  CAG:  That does it... what is that story Gladwyn likes?  Cinder something... ye get to be the prince whatshisname.  :: quietly asks Gladwyn if she is alright.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Do the coordinates coinside with the information we received about the Vroa fleet?
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Curses mentally and turns back to Damrok::  CTO:  Sir, explosion on the planet.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Pulls the tunic from her face:: CNS: Get the enhances set up.  CAG: Communications equipment. Try to reach the Claymore. 

ACTION:  Claymore proximity alarms go off at tactical as three Vroa Wolf class decloak directly behind the Claymore.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CSO: Commander, keep an eye out on sensors for anyone who might come looking for us now that we've become so blatantly visible.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Nods to the doc as she pulls out her tricorder.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Turns her own tricorder on the crew, double-checking that everyone came through the explosion safely::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Moves away from the rock he was behind and busies himself setting up the comm gear::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Coughs at the dust and pulls the equipment bag off his shoulder, pulling the transport enhancers and begins setting them up.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CO*:  One moment, Captain.  Picking up an explosion on the planet -- ::Looks up, knowing those alarms wouldn't be going off unless there was a situation more immediate than an explosion planetside::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CTO*: Aye, if we don't go it will arouse suspicions.  I don't want to take any risks if we go down.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
TO:  Red alert!  *CO*:  Captain, I suggest you come to the bridge immediately.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Looks straight to tactical::  TO:  What is the situation?

ACTION:  The three Wolf Class vessels break orbit and enter the atmosphere.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Raises an eyebrow, grabs the padds on the table and heads for the exit::  *CTO*: On my way Commander.  T'Shara out
TO LtJG Kytides says:
CTO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Signals red alert and glances back again::  Three Vroa vessels uncloaked behind us.  They're entering the atmosphere.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Satisfied they're all right for now, she snaps the tricorder closed:: CNS: Don't activate the transport enhancers until we get confirmation that they Claymore's bringing us home.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Finishes setting up the comm gear and runs a fast diagnostic::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
TO:  Track them, and attempt to identify their destination.  HLM:  Helm, stand by to break orbit and engage evasive maneuvers, if necessary.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
CTO:  As to the explosion, Starfleet micro torpedoes seem to have caused it.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Given their luck so far with locating the Vroa, she looks for other options that might hint at them.::

ACTION:  The Jarrow cloaks just as the Wolf Class Vessel begin to fire.

CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@COM: USS Claymore:  Hawk to Claymore.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
TO:  ...Then it had to have been th-- ::Cuts himself off, as most of that information is on a need-to-know basis, but looks to Kytides with a knowing expression::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Steps into the nearest turbolift::  TL: Bridge.
OPS Ens Kendal says:
CTO:  Sir, Lieutenant Hawk on the comm for you.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
OPS:  Put him through.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
COM: Hawk:  Hawk, this is Damrok.  What is the situation?
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Almost activates the enhancers before hearing the doctor.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Holds her position, keeping her eyes on Foster and her ears on Hawk::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@COM:  Damrok:  Commander....  the Away Team is alive and well.  Please standby for Commander Raeyld, she'll brief you.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@CMO:  Commander?  Commander Damrok standing by for you.

ACTION:  The Jarrow takes a direct hit.  Its external holoemitters go off line.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Looks up and then down at sensors and up again.  Quietly::  CMO:  Doc... something possibly cloaked.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
CTO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Nods at the look, but then starts again::  Vroa ships are firing weapons, Sir.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Steps up to the communications equipment:: CAG: Keep us covered through that cavern. 
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@COM: Claymore: CTO: Commander Damrok, Commander Raeyld here. Is the Captain available?

ACTION:  The Wolf Class vessels stop their attack and rapidly approach the Jarrow.

CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@CMO:  Roger that.  ::Moves to take up the position Raeyld was at::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Steps off the turbolift onto the bridge and walks toward the center of the bridge::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
COM: CMO:  She's on her way to the bridge.  ::Looks over his shoulder::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Commander Raeyld wishes to speak with you.
Hsi Vat says:
@Computer: Set self-destruct for ten minutes.  No warnings.   McQuade Alpha 171 Delta 2.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Works off the outlines of the dust while the CMO deals with other issues.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Walks back toward tactical::  TO:  What's their target?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Bows her head slightly to Damrok::  CTO: Thank you Commander.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Mutters under her breath:: ... and it’s moving.  ::Frowns as she is unable to identify it because of the movement as it causes the dust to continue swirling.::  Big... very big.  Hmmm....
Computer says:
@McQuade: Self-destruct activated.  No other warnings will be given.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@COM: Claymore: CO: We are still on the surface of Bajor; the Jarrow is setting a trap for the Vroa. We need extraction to the Claymore. Ready for Doctor Welland to confirm our identities.

ACTION:  One of the Wolf Class vessels activates a tractor beam and locks onto the Jarrow.

TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Winces slightly, not sure how to answer that, but assuming that the away team wouldn't be calm if they were the ones being fired on::  CTO:  A...shuttle, Sir?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Gently nudges Gladwyn to head toward her uncle.::  CMO:  260 meters heading our way.  And no, I cannot get an outline of whatever it is, other than big and slow.

ACTION:  The Jarrow is pulled into the Wolf Class Vessel.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Pulls her phaser:: COM: Claymore: CO: Something...big, is approaching our location. We'd rather not find out what, respectfully.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Overhears the CSO::  CSO:  Sis?   Something’s coming at us?  From where?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::With a slight nod to herself::  COM: CMO: Acknowledged Doctor.  We will begin extraction immediately.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Draws his phaser and tricorder::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Turns to OPS::  OPS: Begin extraction of away team immediately Mr. Kendal.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Knits his brow, and speaks somewhat quietly::  TO:  Must be part of the away team's plan.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
CTO:  They've...tractored the shuttle in, Sir.
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Glances over the direction the others are looking and pulls out his phaser.::

@ACTION:  Vroa scream from down the cavern.  The noise echoes creating an almost defening sounds through the cave.

CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Swears under his breath::  CSO:  Never mind sis...   ::Takes cover where he can have a clean firing arc down the cavern::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
COM: CMO: Understood Doctor and agreed.  We will get you out of there as fast as we can.
TO LtJG Kytides says:
::Nods, wondering how confused others on the bridge must be if he's as confused as he is knowing part of the situation::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@CNS: Activate enhancers!
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Does not think her brother needs an answer to his question as she leans down to swoop up her daughter and head in the opposite direction.::
Hsi Vat says:
@ACTION:  Vroa decloak and begin to run towards the away team.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Opens fire, aiming for the closest Vroa, then firing a broad pattern of shots, trying to slow the approach::

@ACTION: The first Vroa is cut in half from a trap in the cavern.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Finding a nook and the very small tunnel she had discovered earlier, she lifts her daughter up to it and then joins the others::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Stays near the transport enhancers hoping they will get beamout soon and fires at the approaching Vroa.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Opens fire with her phaser, remaining in range of the transport enhancers::

@ACTION:  The second Vroa’s head explodes from a shot fired by the CAG.

CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Activates the enhancers.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::With no response from Kendal and screams that can be heard from the comm.  Looks back at Kytides and Damrok::  CTO/TO: I need the Away Team beamed out now Commander.  They are being attacked.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
@::Staying close to Gladwyn she kneels down near a boulder for protection and fires.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Continues firing::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Begins firing indiscriminately down the corridor at the Vroa approaching, not bothering to duck down for cover::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
@::Stays within the enhancers field and continues firing at the Vroa.::

@ACTION:  The Vroa continue their approach at full speed.  Another trap springs to life activating a barrage of phaser fire cutting through several Vroa before they run out of battery.

CAG FltLt Hawk says:
@::Begins to fire at the cave roof, dropping large boulders to slow the Vroa approach::
OPS Ens Kendal says:
CO:  Energizing.  ::Activates the transporter::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Continues laying fire as Hawk tries to collapse the ceiling ahead of them...just hopes they're pulled out before they bring the cave down on their own heads::

@ACTION:  The Vroa reach the enhancers and reach out to grab the away team as the blue energy field engulfs the team.

ACTION:  Seconds later the away team materialize on the Claymore transporter padds.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Still clutching her phaser a moment, aimed unfortunately now at the transporter chief....but quickly twitches and lowers her weapon::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks for Gladwyn and then toward Theron and her brother and sighs in relief.::
CNS LtJG Foster says:
::Breathes a sigh of relief as they appear on the Claymore, and looks around to make sure the others made it as well.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Quickly jerks his phaser up, much to the relief of the transporter room staff, then lets out a relieved sigh::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Looks around the pad, doing a quick mental count, then takes her first step forward, off the pad, with a quick swallow::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Sweeping her daughter up, she steps off.::
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Grins and turns toward Foster and Senn:: CSO/CNS:  See?  Told ya!
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
CAG:  Told us what?  You wanted to go on that date?
CNS LtJG Foster says:
CSO/CAG:  Yeah I think so.
CAG FltLt Hawk says:
::Shrugs as he walks off the pad::  CSO:  Whatever.  I called it.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
TC: We need to see the Captain. Ask medical to check us out enroute. ::Starts out the door to the corridor::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Looks at Theron::  CNS:  What did he call or whom?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Did you get them Mr. Kendal?
OPS Ens Kendal says:
CO:  Yes, Captain, they're safe and sound in transporter room one.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
OPS: Very good.  ::Glances back to Damrok::

@ACTION: Just out of the Bajoran atmosphere a massive explosion rips through a Cloaked Vroa Wolf Class Vessel.  The vessel's cloak drops as the ship begins to break apart.  The debris falls and burns in the Bajoran atmosphere.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Winces as she steps into the turbolift alone, and orders the bridge, her pack on her shoulder, holding the container given her by Hsi Vat::

*********************************** Pause Mission ***************************************
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